Backflow vortices occasionally occur in the annular mixing zone between the main and axially reverse whirling flows from the impeller tip clearance on an axial pump or compressor. A number (N) of tornado-like backflow vortices rotate around themselves and revolve around the casing axis with a diameter (d) and a revolving angular velocity (x). To investigate the factors determining N and the movement of the backflow vortices, theoretical analyses are performed. Each backflow vortex is generated in the mixing zone; the core region of each backflow vortex is considered to be a forced vortex, while the outer region is considered to be a free vortex. The ratio (f) of the forced vortex to the distance between the backflow-vortex center and the casing is defined. Each backflow vortex has a circulation and induces movements of all the other backflow vortices depending on the distance between the vortices. The casing restricts the movements of all the backflow vortices, and imaginary image vortices are considered on the other side of the casing. Consequently, for d, x, N, and f, any parameter can be determined if the other three parameters are specified. As an application of the present theory to an inducer representing an axial pump or compressor, the number (N cav ) of "backflow-vortex cavitations," which occur around the backflow-vortex center, is predicted. Cavitation is visible; therefore, N cav is quantitatively measurable. In the parameter ranges studied for the tested inducer, the predicted value of N accurately agrees with the experimentally measured value of N cav .
Introduction
In this study, we consider flow fields on an axial pump or compressor without a shroud in a cylindrical casing, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Here, the shroud denotes a rotating wall along with an impeller, and the casing means a stationary wall. In this flow field, the main flow enters from one side of the cylindrical casing, whereas the backflow enters from the tip clearance between the casing and the impeller. The backflow is derived from the pressure difference between the working fluid on the pressure surface and the working fluid on the suction surfaces of the impeller blades. Simultaneously, the backflow is a tangential whirling flow with the same tangential velocity as the impeller because it originates from the fluid that rotates in the impeller. Thus, the backflow is an axially reverse whirling flow. The backflow collides with the main flow and is pushed back by the main flow. An annular shear flow forms in the annular mixing zone between the main flow and the backflow. Both flows and the mixing zone are drawn in by the impeller.
For mathematical modeling, such a scenario can be simply considered in a cylindrical domain that is bounded by a cylindrical wall, as depicted in Fig. 1(b) . The main flow enters from one side of the cylinder. The axially reverse whirling flow exits from the other side through the outer rim of the cylinder. The backflow collides with the main flow and is pushed back by the main flow. An annular shear flow forms in the annular mixing zone between the main flow and the backflow. Both flows and the mixing zone pass through the inner portion of the cylinder. Here, the annular shear flow contains an axial velocity component; however, it can be regarded as "Couette flow" on the cross section of the cylindrical domain through A, as shown in Fig. 1(c) .
Couette flow is shear flow in the space between two surfaces with different speeds. Mallock [1, 2] in 1889 and 1896 and Couette [3] in 1890 independently conducted similar experiments in which they used two coaxial cylinders mounted on a vertical axis rotated at different rotational speeds. The annular space between the cylinders was filled with water, mercury, or air. The flow viscosity was measured by Couette flow. In 1916, Proudman [4] theoretically determined that all slow-whirling fluids with a constant uniform vorticity (i.e., the inertia term is negligible) have twodimensional (2D) structures (i.e., independent of the axial direction). Subsequently, in 1923, Taylor [5] theoretically showed that, in addition to slow steady whirling fluids, unsteady whirling fluids also exhibit 2D structures. Taylor experimentally confirmed his theory through visualization experiments of flows around a slowrising celluloid ball in slow-whirling water [5] . Then, Taylor experimentally confirmed that slow-whirling fluids were 2D even in the cases of unsteady flows. According to these studies, the flow mentioned in the previous paragraph can be treated as a 2D flow.
On the cross section of the cylindrical domain through A shown in Fig. 1(c) , an annular mixing zone along the contact surface B is formed between the main flow and the backflow. Here, the contact surface is defined as the geometric center circular line of the annular mixing zone on the cross section through point A, as shown by circle B in Fig. 1(c) . In general, the contact surface corresponds to the maximum point of the tangential velocity gradient in the radial direction from a hydrodynamic point of view. On the contact surface B, several secondary vortices exist, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . Such secondary vortices are called "backflow vortices." Backflow vortices are tornado-like, parallel to the casing axis, and periodically distributed on the contact surface. The vortices revolve along the circle B around the casing axis and rotate around themselves. Such flow fields containing secondary vortices often occur in engineering applications and are particularly common in turbomachines such as compressors, pumps, and turbines. Backflow vortices induce losses in the discharge performance and produce noise and flow instability, such as oscillating flows and surges. Thomson 2 proposed a model of a vortex structure for a turbine and a vortex water wheel. The inner core of the model is a forced vortex, which has a uniform vorticity like a solid. The outer region of the model is a free vortex, which means that the surrounding fluid revolves irrotationally. In a book on applied mechanics [7] in 1858, Rankine introduced this model, currently called "Rankine vortex" or "Thomson-Rankine vortex". The Rankine vortex is a simple vortex model; however, it is consistent with a real tornado structure experimentally observed by Lee et al. [8] in 2004 and a swirling flow structure downstream of a Francis turbine runner experimentally obtained by Susan-Resiga et al. [9] in 2006. Both of these research groups compared their Rankine vortex results with those obtained using improved models proposed by Burgers [10] and Rott [11] ; the Rankine vortex was found to be sufficiently similar to the experimental results. According to these studies, the backflow vortices are assumed to be Rankine vortices.
In 1963, Weske and Rankin [12] published an important study on the formation and coalescence of secondary vortices. The study considered a flow field with an inner stationary fluid and an outer whirling fluid separated by a thin cylindrical wall and momentarily removed the thin cylindrical wall, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . First, they theoretically analyzed the deformation of the contact surface between the inner stationary and the outer whirling fluid by small radial perturbations and the consequent formation of 2D periodic secondary vortices on the contact surface. Subsequently, they performed five types of visualization experiments to validate their theoretical analyses and prepared flow fields identical to those in the theoretical analyses, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . In a transient experiment, they captured sequential photographs of the deformation of the contact surface, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , the formation of 2D periodic secondary vortices on the contact surface, and the coalescence of the secondary vortices. Weske and Rankin reported two key findings: the radial flows were related to the occurrence of secondary vortices periodically distributed on the contact surface, and the interval between the secondary vortices increased and the number of secondary vortices decreased proportionally with the increasing width of the mixing zone with time, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . The latter finding reveals that the number and size of the secondary vortices are functions of the width of the mixing zone, which is helpful for analyzing the aforementioned target flow fields.
From a different point of view, Weske and Rankin's experiments were transient, because the width of the mixing zone increased with time. In contrast, the aforementioned target flow fields are periodically steady phenomena, because the target flow field is always created by the continuous main and axially reverse whirling flows. Therefore, a constant width of the mixing zone is achieved, which means that a constant number of secondary vortices with constant size are periodically distributed on the contact surface between the two flows.
In 1999, Yokota et al. [13] also analyzed the number of secondary vortices on a rocket turbopump inducer and determined the maximum number of secondary vortices available in the flow field. However, this result was achieved through theoretical stability analysis. Thus, the researchers could not determine the exact number of secondary vortices available in the flow field. Then, in James Thomson is an elder brother of William Thomson (later Lord Kelvin). This historical background is described in, for example, Ref. [6] . The author of Ref. [6] called this type of vortex a "Thomson-Rankine vortex" in honor of Thomson. 2015, the present author and colleagues [14] theoretically determined the exact number of secondary vortices from the flow field. In that study, however, we did not specify the reasons for choosing the assumed equations.
This study clearly describes the hypotheses regarding the secondary vortices that revolve along the circle B around the cylindrical casing axis and rotate around themselves, as shown in Fig.  1 (c) in Sec. 2. Then, this study presents the theoretical equation of the backflow vortices, including the number of vortices (N), dimensionless revolving angular velocity (x=x imp ), dimensionless revolving diameter (d=d cas ), and the ratio of the forced vortex region to the distance between the secondary-vortex center and the cylindrical wall (f ) in Sec. 3. Furthermore, the general characteristics of the secondary vortices are discussed in Sec. 4.
Moreover, the author and colleagues put forth considerable efforts to count the number of backflow vortices in Sec. 5. In experiments, observing the backflow vortices in compressors is difficult because air is invisible; in contrast, backflow vortices can be easily observed in pumps, because visible cavitation occasionally occurs inside the backflow vortices, as shown in Fig. 1(a) . Cavitation is a phenomenon wherein vaporization is observed in a low-pressure region in a high-speed liquid flow. Cavitation inside backflow vortices is termed "backflow-vortex cavitation." Backflow-vortex cavitation in a rotating pump was experimentally observed by Acosta [15] . Later, Aoki and Yamamoto [16] , Tsujimoto et al. [17] , Yokota et al. [13] , and Tan et al. [18] focused on water backflow-vortex cavitation. The author and colleagues [14, 19] studied backflow-vortex cavitation in water and also liquid nitrogen to clarify the mechanism of backflow-vortex cavitation and the effect of working fluids on backflow-vortex cavitation, as shown in Fig. 3 . We used a visualization facility to compare the backflow-vortex cavitation in a rotating rocket inducer in liquid nitrogen with the backflow-vortex cavitation in water. Figure 3 shows that the amount of water cavitation is far larger than the amount of nitrogen cavitation and that the size of the nitrogen cavitation component is much smaller than the size of the water cavitation component. The author and colleagues [14, 19] previously quantitatively measured backflow-vortex cavitation, including the number of backflow-vortex cavitations (N cav ), x=x imp , and d=d cas , and found no differences in the values for nitrogen and water. In Fig. 3 , N cav is four, and x=x imp and d=d cas have almost the same values for almost the same hydrodynamic conditions, i.e., the cavitation number (r) and flow coefficient (/). This result indicates that the overall flow structure, like that of backflow vortices, is decided by a potential flow and is almost independent of the physical properties. In the present theoretical analysis, each vortex is assumed to be a Rankine vortex, as mentioned earlier. The outer region of the Rankine vortex is a free vortex. Therefore, the flow field outside all backflow vortices can be regarded as a potential flow, because a potential flow is an irrotational flow. In addition, the experimental results in Fig. 3 also imply that backflow-vortex cavitation can be used as a noninvasive sensor during visualization to determine N cav . When we conducted experiments to count N cav in 2015, the accuracy of N cav was 60.5 and the accuracy of / was 60.04. Thus, in the graph with N cav versus /, the data were scattered and not sufficiently persuasive. In the present study, we also perform experiments to count N cav . We obtain more accurate and more stable data than in 2015, because we use a more efficient volute and a more accurate flowmeter. Furthermore, we installed a new vacuum chamber to stabilize the pressure in the test section in cases when the pressure was lower than the atmospheric pressure. Detailed descriptions regarding the experimental methods are presented in Sec. 5. In the graph with N cav versus /, the data are more concentrated along one curve than the 2015 data. The accuracy of N cav is 60.5 and the accuracy of / is 60.006.
Finally, Sec. 6 describes the application of the present theory to the tested inducer case. The study compares the predictions for N of the backflow vortices with experimental results for N cav of the backflow-vortex cavitation. Here, N cav is directly obtained for the tested inducer case from a high-speed movie of the visualization experiment by the method mentioned in Sec. 5.2. Furthermore, the empirical equation relating x=x imp and d=d cas as a feature of the tested pump is experimentally obtained, as shown in Sec. 6.1. N is calculated as the solution to a system of empirical equations (x=x imp and d=d cas ) and the theoretical equation (N, x=x imp , d=d cas , and f ). Thus, N is predicted for the tested inducer case. The predicted value of N for the backflow vortices quantitatively agrees with the experimentally obtained value of N cav for the backflow-vortex cavitation. Detailed comparisons are presented in Sec. 6. In the cases of pumps, if the number N of the backflow vortices is theoretically estimated with the present analysis, the volume of backflow-vortex cavitation can be theoretically estimated and the flow instabilities (e.g., oscillating flows and surges) can be predicted using the theories of the mass flow gain factor and cavitation compliance [20] . In the cases of compressors, if N is theoretically estimated with the present analysis, the sound peak frequency of the blade passing through the backflow vortices can be predicted.
Assumptions for the Theoretical Analysis
A theoretical model is developed for the backflow vortices that exist in the annular mixing zone across the contact surface between the main and axially reverse tangentially whirling flows, as shown in Fig. 1(c) . The model includes the following assumptions:
(1) A flow field in a cylindrical domain is considered, where the main flow enters from one side of the cylinder, an axially reverse whirling flow enters from the other side through the outer rim of the cylinder, and a mixed flow exits through the inner core of the cylinder in the same direction as the main flow, as depicted in Fig. 1(b) . (2) The flow is treated as a 2D flow on the cross section of the cylindrical axis, as shown in Fig. 1 (c). (3) An annular mixing zone with a width of 2e is formed on the contact circle B with a diameter of d between the main flow and the axially reverse whirling flow. At the inner rim of the mixing zone, the tangential velocity is V preswirl , and at the outer rim of the mixing zone, the tangential velocity is V whirl . (4) One or more secondary vortices are formed on the circle B with an even interval. Each vortex is a Rankine vortex, which has a forced vortex (i.e., a rotational flow with a vorticity of X) in a circular region close to the secondaryvortex center with a radius of e and a free vortex (i.e., an irrotational flow) with a radius exceeding e. The circulation of each Rankine vortex is C. (5) Each vortex induces a revolving velocity on all other vortices, because each vortex has a circulation of C. In other words, each vortex moves at a velocity that is the sum of the revolving velocities induced by all other vortices. (6) Following the preceding assumption, all of the real secondary vortices revolve on a circle B with the same revolving angular velocity x and the tangential velocity V each .
In this study, a derivation of the relations satisfying all of the above assumptions is presented.
Theoretical Analysis
Von Karman derived the conditions for a straight-moving vortex street. These conditions result in only two patterns: one pattern in which a vortex street is located at the staggered-symmetry position of another vortex street with the opposite rotational direction, as shown in Fig. 4(a) , and another pattern in which a vortex street is located at the symmetry position of another vortex street with the opposite rotational direction, as shown in Fig. 4(b) . In the case of a circular object in a uniform flow, the vortex street located at the staggered-symmetry position remains behind the circular object, as shown in Fig. 4(a) . However, the vortex street located at the symmetry position can only exist at the first pair of vortices behind the circular object, because the second pair and the pairs behind the second pair disappear owing to their instability, as shown in Fig. 4 
(b).
An array of secondary vortices on the contact surface between the main flow and the axially reverse whirling flow can be considered to be a vortex street that revolves on a circle B along the cylindrical wall, as shown in Fig. 5 . In this configuration, an imaginary image vortex street with the same revolving tangential velocity (V each ) is required; in addition, the imaginary image vortex must always be located at the symmetry position across the cylindrical wall. These conditions are impossible for real secondary vortices but are possible for imaginary image vortices.
The vortex street of secondary vortices is located at the symmetry position; in this case, only the first pair of vortices can exist after the vortex is generated, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). Yokota et al. [13] conducted a stability analysis of the target flow field; however, no such stability analysis is performed in the present study, because in the target flow field, the axially reverse whirling flow is always supplied, as shown in Fig. 1(b) , and the main flow only has a small whirling velocity induced by a preswirl. Thus, the resulting shear flow always produces vortices in the mixing zone between the axially reverse whirling flow and the main flow. Therefore, a pair of vortex streets across the cylindrical wall can stably exist if the flow is physically admissible. This characteristic is different from that of the von Karman vortex flow, in which vortices are only generated in the flow regions behind the circular object, as shown in Fig. 4(b) .
In Fig. 5 , the center of the vortex street of the secondary vortices is the fixed point A, which is the cylindrical wall axis. The circulation around secondary vortex 0, which is located at a distance of d=2 from A, is denoted by C. Then, the circulation of imaginary image vortex 0 0 , which is located at a distance of h from real secondary vortex 0, is denoted by ÀC. Using the imaginary image definition for a circular wall with a diameter of d cas proposed by Milne-Thomson [21] , we have
The revolving velocity of real secondary vortex 0 is V each , as shown in Fig. 5 . Furthermore, the revolving velocity of real secondary vortex 0 is defined by V 0jall and is induced by all other real and imaginary image vortices.
In the case where the number of secondary vortices (N) is unity, there only exists real secondary vortex 0, as shown in Fig. 5(a) . There are no real secondary and imaginary image vortices that induce the revolving motion and movement on secondary vortex 0. Then, the revolving velocity of real secondary vortex 0 is
For the N ¼ 2 case, there exist real secondary vortices 0 and opp and imaginary image vortices 0 0 and opp 0 , as shown in Fig. 5(b) . In this case, the real secondary vortex opp and imaginary image vortices 0 0 and opp 0 induce revolving motion and movement on real secondary vortex 0. The revolving velocity (V 0j0 0 ) induced on real secondary vortex 0 by the circulation and movement of imaginary image vortex 0 0 is
where V each is the revolving velocity of each imaginary image vortex. In this flow field, all real secondary and imaginary image vortices revolve around the cylindrical axis with the same revolving velocity V each . The revolving velocity (V 0jopp ) induced on real secondary vortex 0 by the circulation and movement of real secondary vortex opp is
The revolving velocity (V 0jopp 0 ) induced on real secondary vortex 0 by the circulation and movement of imaginary image vortex opp 0 is
Then, the revolving velocity of real secondary vortex 0 is (7) For the N ¼ 3 case, real secondary vortices 61 and imaginary image vortices 0 0 and 61 0 induce revolving motion and movement on real secondary vortex 0. V 0j0 0 is the same as that for the N ¼ 2 case. Real secondary vortices 61 induce revolving velocities (V 0jþ1 and V 0jÀ1 ) on real secondary vortex 0 by the circulation and movement of real secondary vortices 61
as shown in Fig. 6(a) . Here, the distances between real secondary vortex 0 and real secondary vortices 61 (L 0jþ1 and L 0jÀ1 ) are
Therefore, V 0jþ1 and V 0jÀ1 are given by
Imaginary image vortices 61 0 induce revolving velocities (V 0jþ1 0 and V 0jÀ1 0 ) on real secondary vortex 0 by the circulation and movement of imaginary image vortices 61 0
as shown in Fig. 6(b) . Here, the distance between real secondary vortex 0 and imaginary image vortex þ1 0 (L 0jþ1 0 ) is 
Therefore, V 0jþ1 0 and V 0jÀ1 0 are
Finally, all the other imaginary image vortices and all other real secondary vortices except real secondary vortex 0 induce a revolving velocity (V 0jall ) on real secondary vortex 0, whereby The tendencies of V 0jall for various numbers of real secondary vortices (N) are summarized in Table 1 . For an arbitrary N, V 0jall is
The contact surface between the main flow and the axially reverse whirling flow is indicated by the dashed curves in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) and by the dashed circle B in Fig. 1(c) . The main flow moves downstream in the axial direction, whereas the axially reverse whirling flow moves upstream in the axial direction through the rim of the cylindrical wall. The axial position of the contact surface is determined by the momentum balance in the axial direction between these two flows. Furthermore, the axially reverse whirling flow has a whirling velocity (V whirl ), and the main flow has a whirling velocity equal to that of the preswirl (V preswirl ). Thus, in Fig. 5 , the contact surface has a whirling velocity of V each , with a value between V whirl and V preswirl . Reconsider this flow field from revolving point 0 on circle B. At the coordinate fixed at revolving point 0 in Fig. 1(c) , the rotational velocity of the outer side of the mixing zone along the contact surface is given by v 0;out . In contrast, the rotational velocity of the inner side of the mixing zone is v 0;in in the opposite direction. A shear flow is formed along the contact surface, and then the shear flow creates vortices inside the shear flow. The flow appears as a rotational flow with vorticity (X) in a circular region close to the secondary-vortex center with a radius of e; this is called a forced vortex. When the flow appears as an irrotational flow with a radius exceeding e, it is called a free circular vortex. Each secondary vortex appears as a combined vortex, i.e., a Rankine vortex. Here, 2e corresponds to the width of the mixing zone along the contact surface between the main flow and the axially reverse whirling flow. e ranges from 0 to the distance between the contact surface and the cylindrical wall 
Transactions of the ASME
That is
for 0 < f 1. Here, f is the ratio of the forced vortex region to the distance between the secondary-vortex center and the cylindrical wall. Because of the symmetry, v 0;out ¼ v 0;in . The forced vortex has a vorticity of X, and the rotational velocity of the forced vortex edge is v 0;out ; thus,
Furthermore, the circulation (C) of a Rankine vortex is
From the relationship between the coordinate fixed at the flow field and the coordinate fixed at revolving point 0 with a revolving speed of V each , the following relationships are obtained:
where x and x imp are the revolving angular velocity of the secondary vortices and the whirling angular velocity of the axially reverse whirling flow, respectively. Therefore, according to Eqs. (25), (27), and (29), C is
By substituting Eqs. (28) and (32) into Eq. (22), we obtain
In the cases where V 0jall expressed by Eq. (33) is equal to the revolving speed of the secondary vortices V each , as shown in Fig. 5 , an array of secondary vortices is physically admissible dimensionless revolving angular velocity (x=x imp ) and the dimensionless revolving diameter (d=d cas ) under a constant value of the ratio of the forced vortex region to each secondary vortex (f ) (e.g., f ¼ 0:5). Figure 7 (a) was obtained for a constant value of the number (N) of real secondary vortices. For constant N and f , x=x imp decreases with increasing d=d cas ; the reason is that, as d=d cas increases, the interval between the vortices increases, and the effect of other vortices on the revolving velocity of secondary vortex 0 (V 0jall ) is reduced. For constant x=x imp and f , N increases with increasing d=d cas , because with increasing d=d cas , a higher revolving velocity of each secondary vortex is needed to maintain x=x imp . For a constant d=d cas far from d=d cas ¼ 1, x=x imp increases with N, because the effect of the other vortices on V 0jall increases with increasing N. In contrast, for d=d cas % 1, x=x imp is independent of N; as d=d cas approaches 1, the circulation of each secondary vortex (C) approaches 0 according to Eq. (32) and any number (N) of vortices affect V 0jall less. Figure 7 (b) shows the contour lines of C as a function of x=x imp and d=d cas . As indicated by Eq. (32), C is the maximum value (i.e., ½pf x imp d 2 cas =2) at d=d cas ¼ 0, and C is 0 at d=d cas ¼ 1, for any x=x imp . For a constant x=x imp , C gradually decreases from the maximum value to 0 with increasing d=d cas . In contrast, for a constant d=d cas , C also decreases with increasing x=x imp . Therefore, the contour lines of C incline leftward, as shown in Fig. 7(b) . (34) is valid for any value of f in a range of 0 < f 1. As an example, Fig. 8 shows the effect of the number of real secondary vortices (N) on the velocity components (V 0jall , V 0jreal , V 0jimg , and V 0jmov ) in the case of constant values of the dimensionless revolving angular velocity (x=x imp ) and the ratio of the forced vortex region to each secondary vortex (f ) (e.g., x=x imp ¼ 0:2 and f ¼ 0:5). V 0jall is the revolving velocity induced on real secondary vortex 0 by all the other real secondary and imaginary image vortices. In V 0jall , V 0jreal denotes the contribution of the circulations of all the other real secondary vortices, and V 0jimg denotes the contribution of the circulations of all the imaginary image vortices. V 0jmov denotes the contribution of the effect of the movement of all the other real secondary and imaginary image vortices (see Table 1 ).
Contribution of the Number of Secondary Vortices to the Velocity Components. Equation
The circulation effect of the real secondary vortices is stronger than that of the imaginary image vortices, because the real secondary vortices are closer to real secondary vortex 0 than the imaginary image vortices. With increasing N, the circulation effects of the real secondary and imaginary image vortices on the revolving velocity of real secondary vortex 0, i.e., V 0jreal and V 0jimg , increase, but the power indices of N are slightly less than unity. This is because the angles between neighboring vortices approach the azimuth direction from the radial direction with increasing N, and the circulation effect from each vortex gradually decreases. V 0jall should be V each in Eq. (22) , and V 0jmov is equal to ÀV each according to Eq. (23); that is, 2V each should equal V 0jreal þ V 0jimg . Then, V 0jall and ÀV 0jmov also increase in proportion to N to a power less than unity, as shown in Fig. 8 .
Effect of the Forced Vortex Ratio of Each Secondary
Vortex. Figure 9 illustrates the relationships among the dimensionless revolving angular velocity (x=x imp ), the dimensionless revolving diameter (d=d cas ), and the number of real secondary vortices (N), with various ratios of the forced vortex region to each secondary vortex (f ). In the case of f ¼ 1, as shown in Fig. 9(c) , all vortices become forced vortices and are no longer Rankine vortices.
As f increases, x=x imp increases when the other two values (d=d cas and N) are fixed, because C increases with increasing f In addition, as f increases, d=d cas increases when the other two values (x=x imp and N) are fixed. This is because C increases with increasing f and V 0jall increases; then, to maintain x=x imp , the effect of other vortices on V 0jall should be reduced, and the interval between the vortices should be larger. Therefore, an increase in d=d cas is required.
Furthermore, as f increases, N decreases when the other two values (d=d cas and x=x imp ) are fixed. This is because C increases with increasing f and V 0jall increases; then, to maintain x=x imp , the effect of the other vortices on V 0jall should be reduced. Therefore, a decrease in N is required.
Hence, any parameter among d=d cas , x=x imp , N, and f can be determined if the other three parameters are specified.
5 Experiments to Quantitatively Measure Backflow-Vortex Cavitation 5.1 Experimental Apparatus. The author and colleagues conduct visualization experiments in this section and compare the theoretical results with the experimental results in Sec. 6 as an application of the present theory to cases of axial pumps or compressors. As mentioned in Sec. 1, backflow-vortex cavitation can be used as a noninvasive sensor during visualization to determine the number of backflow vortices; therefore, we observe the number, revolving angular velocity, and revolving diameter of the backflow-vortex cavitations. The experimental facility is the same as the one used by the author and colleagues in our previous studies [14, 19] . Figure 10(a) shows an overview of the cavitation tunnel, and Fig. 10(b) shows the tested inducer. The inducer is a triple-threaded helical inducer with a diameter of 65.3 mm designed by Kamijo et al. [22] at the National Aerospace Laboratory of Japan (NAL) 3 in 1982 for the oxygen turbopump inducer in the secondstage engine LE-5 of Japan's launch rocket H-II. The tip clearance is 0.5 mm, which is the nominal value for this inducer.
We modified the cavitation tunnel to improve its stability and accuracy. Figure 10(c) shows a schematic diagram of the modified cavitation tunnel. The first modified component is the volute, which converts dynamic pressure into static pressure, and its performance is evaluated by the static pressure recovery ratio (g)
The value of g for the previous volute was almost 0 (i.e., almost no work was done by the volute). A new volute was designed by finding a suitable volute channel shape to maximize g as simulated by ANSYS FLUENT 17.2; then, the volute was fabricated as shown in Fig. 11 . The value of g for the new volute was 0.59 at the design point. The second modified component was the flowmeter. The previous flowmeter was a Pitot tube, which had poor accuracy for low flowrates because it only detected the dynamic pressure that was proportional to the square of the velocity. Then, a new Coriolis flowmeter (CA080A41SC made by OVAL Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) was introduced. This flowmeter detects the mass flowrate and density directly. The accuracies of the mass flowrate and density are 60.1% of the indicated value and 60.5 kg/m 3 , respectively. Compared to the measurements of the previous flowmeter, significantly more accurate and stable measurements were achieved in cases of flow with a cavitation instability at low flowrates. The overall accuracy of / is 60.006, because / is calculated from many variables with errors. The third modified component was the newly introduced vacuum chamber. Gland packings were used as the liquid sealant for the rotating axis, so gas (e.g., air) passed through the gland packings and a pressure lower than the atmospheric pressure could not be maintained in the flow channels. Then, a new vacuum chamber was introduced to cover the entire mechanical portion, which drove the inducer of the test section. In this case, to transmit the driving power between the motor section and the rotating shaft, we introduced a magnet coupling. The new test section could maintain a pressure lower than the atmospheric pressure, and dissolved air could be removed by a vacuum pump. The concentration of dissolved oxygen for the new facility was 4.8 mg/L, as measured by an optical dissolved oxygen sensor (WTW FDO 925-P made by xylem Inc., Rye Brook, New York).
Quantitative Measurement of Backflow-Vortex Cavitation.
A high-speed video camera, Phantom Miro LC310 (made by Vision Research Inc., Wayne, NJ) with a recording rate of 5158 frames/s, a resolution of 896 Â 704 pixels, and a digital shutter speed of 1/102,041 s was used with two 300-W halogen lights. The camera recorded 52 frames per rotation of the inducer at 6000 rpm. The obtained characteristics of the backflow-vortex cavitation were the number of backflow-vortex cavitations (N cav ), revolving angular velocity (x), and revolving diameter (d), as shown in Fig. 12 . When these values were obtained from a recorded video movie, automatic sequencing was performed using IMAGEJ, which is free software for image processing provided by National Institute of Health (NIH). Figure 13 illustrates this process:
(1) A movie is recorded as an AVI file, which is a multimedia container format. (2) Second, the movie file is opened in IMAGEJ.
(3) A stencil line is set horizontally on the movie, and a line image with a vertical size of 1 pixel is extracted from each frame of the movie. (4) The extracted line image is stacked on another image, as shown in Fig. 13 . This process is automatically performed by a function in IMAGEJ. (5) The image created in the previous process is saved.
In the saved image, the background is black, and the region of the backflow-vortex cavitation is white. Therefore, when one white stream passes from the left end to the right end and passes back from the right end to the left end, one revolution of the backflow-vortex cavitation is completed. The time for this process is one period (t period ), and x is calculated. As shown in Fig. 13 , these white streams are multithreaded. The number of threads corresponds to N cav . We focused on the vertical line in the image, which corresponded to the casing axis, and we counted the number of white streams passing through the casing axis (n) during t period . Then
For example, in the case of Fig. 13 , n ¼ 10 and N cav ¼ 5. The distance between the left and right ends of the white stream corresponds to d and is generally smaller than the casing diameter (d cas ), which is already known. From the relationship between d and d cas , d can be calculated. The accuracies of x, N cav , and d are 631 rad/s, 60.5, and 63.3 mm, respectively.
Performance Curve for the Tested Inducer.
To study the performance of the tested inducer, we performed experiments in triplicate at inducer rotational rates of 3000, 4000, 5000, and 6000 rpm. For each experiment, the relationship between the flow coefficient (/) and the head coefficient (w) in Fig. 14 was obtained as the flow control valve was gradually closing from fully open to completely closed. Here, / and w are dimensionless quantities that describe the volume flowrate and pump head, respectively, and are given as where Q is the volume flowrate, A in is the cross section of the inlet pipe, R imp is the impeller radius, and p t;in and p t;out are the total pressures at the inlet and outlet, respectively. In these experiments, the Reynolds number has negligible effects on the relationship between / and w for the studied parameter ranges (314 x imp 628 rad/s, 0:04 w 0:33, and 0 / 0:12). In this case, the relationship between / and w should be a curve when the cavitation number (r) is sufficiently high; i.e., the pump head is not affected by cavitation. An approximate curve for this relationship is
for the studied parameter ranges (314 x imp 628 rad/s, 0:04 w 0:33, and 0 / 0:12). Here, r is
where p in is the static pressure at the inlet, p sat ðTÞ is the saturation pressure corresponding to temperature T, q L is the liquid density, and u in is the inlet velocity, where
Too much cavitation forces the pump head down; however, an adequate amount of cavitation does not affect the pump head. In these experiments, because p in is almost the same as atmospheric pressure, r is lower for a higher rotating rate. In fact, in cases of a low / at 5000 and 6000 rpm, w deviates from and is less than the approximate curve. In other cases, almost all data correspond to the approximate curve.
From Eq. (39), the maximum value of w is
Because the blade helix angle at the tip of the leading edge of the inducer is 10 deg, the maximum value of / is
5.4 Relationship Between the Flow Coefficient and the Number of Experimentally Obtained Backflow-Vortex Cavitations for the Tested Inducer. In Fig. 15 , the black dots denote the relationship between the relative flow coefficient (/=/ max ) and the theoretically predicted number of backflow vortices (N). Detailed descriptions of the methods employed to predict N are presented in Sec. 6. The circle, triangle, and square symbols denote the relationship between the relative flow coefficient (/=/ max ) and the number of experimentally obtained backflowvortex cavitations (N cav ) in Sec. 5.2. In these data, the circle, triangle, and square symbols represent the cavitation numbers (r), which are 0.07, 0.10, and 0.13, respectively. Small effects of r are observed on N cav in the studied parameter ranges (0:20 /=/ max 0:55 and 3 N 10). This tendency was previously reported by the author and colleagues [14] . Because significantly accurate and stable measurements are possible due to the several modifications made to the experimental facility, the dispersion of collected data is smaller than that in the previous studies [14] .
6 Application of the Present Theory to the Tested Inducer 6.1 Relationships Among the Flow Coefficient, the Revolving Angular Velocity, and the Revolving Diameter of the Backflow-Vortex Cavitation for the Tested Inducer. In the present subsection, the experimental and empirical relationships for the tested inducer are derived from the results in Sec. 5. Figure 16 (a) shows the experimentally obtained relationship between the dimensionless revolving angular velocity (x=x imp ) of the backflow-vortex cavitation around the casing axis and the relative flow coefficient (/=/ max ) for the tested inducer. Figure 16(a) shows that the cavitation number had little effect on x=x imp . The best fit to the data is given as
in the studied parameter ranges (0:15 x=x imp 0:40 and 0:20 /=/ max 0:55). Figure 16 (b) shows the relationship between the dimensionless revolving diameter (d=d cas ) of the backflow-vortex cavitation around the casing axis and /=/ max for the tested inducer. In Fig. 16(b) , some data are slightly scattered at low /=/ max ; however, all the other data correspond to the approximate curve. The best fit to the data is given by Equation (44) In contrast, Eq. (45) is experimentally derived in Sec. 6.1 using the tested inducer and represents the characteristics of the tested inducer. Thus, Eq. (45) describes the empirical relationships between x=x imp and d=d cas and is only exclusive for the tested inducer in the studied parameter ranges (i.e., 0:55 d=d cas 0:85 and 0:15 x=x imp 0:40). Equation (34) describes the relationship among N, x=x imp , d=d cas , and f , and Eq. (45) describes the relationship between x=x imp and d=d cas ; thus, N can be uniquely predicted as a solution to the system of Eqs. (34) and (45) if f is specified. The physical meaning of f is that it is the thickness of the mixing zone between the main flow and the axially reverse whirling flow; therefore, f should be determined as a function of / for each pump or compressor. However, the thickness of the mixing zone is difficult to measure. Therefore, f is fitted to describe the experimental data well. In the case of the tested inducer, f ¼ 0:5.
Here, the author and colleagues compare the predicted N with N cav , which is directly derived by the visualization movies in Sec. 5.2. In Fig. 15 , the black dots denote the predicted N in the previous paragraph in the studied parameter ranges (i.e., 0:55 d=d cas 0:85, 0:15 x=x imp 0:40, f ¼ 0:5, and 0:20 /=/ max 0:55). This comparison reveals that the dependence of N on the relative flow coefficient (/=/ max ) is quantitatively similar to the dependence of N cav on /=/ max . As shown by the circle, triangle, and square symbols and black dots in Fig. 15 , with increasing /=/ max , N cav and N gradually increase. In pumps, in general, decreasing / leads to an increase in w, as shown in Fig. 14. For a large w, the pressure difference of the working fluids between the pressure and suction surfaces of the impeller is large; thus, the backflow becomes strong. Thus, for a small /=/ max , the backflow is strong, backflow vortices form close to the casing axis, the dimensionless revolving diameter (d=d cas ) approaches zero as shown in Fig. 16(b) , and then N cav and N approach unity as shown in Fig. 15 . Because for a large /=/ max , the backflow is weak and backflow vortices form close to the inducer tip, d=d cas approaches 1; therefore, N cav and N approach a large number.
In the studied parameter ranges (i.e., 0:55 d=d cas 0:85, 0:15 x=x imp 0:40, f ¼ 0:5, and 0:20 /=/ max 0:55), this quantitative agreement between the predicted N and the experimentally measured N cav means that the present theoretical analysis can accurately predict the characteristics of backflow vortices in the mixing zone between the main and axially reverse whirling flows, at least in the studied parameter ranges.
Conclusion
The backflow vortices experimentally observed on an axial pump or compressor were theoretically modeled as secondary vortices. Theoretical analyses of the secondary vortices were conducted, and the relationships among the number of real secondary vortices (N), the revolving diameter of the secondary vortices (d), the revolving angular velocity of the secondary vortices (x), and the ratio of the forced vortex region to the distance between the secondary-vortex center and the cylindrical wall (f ) were investigated. Based on the theoretical results for all axial pumps and compressors without a shroud in a cylindrical casing, five major findings were obtained. First, for d, x, N, and f , any parameter can be determined if the other three parameters are specified. Second, x decreases, N increases, or f increases when d is increased and the other two parameters are fixed. Third, d decreases, N increases, or f increases when x is increased and the other two parameters are fixed. Fourth, d increases, x increases, or f decreases when N is increased and the other two parameters are fixed. Fifth, d increases, x increases, or N decreases when f is increased and the other two parameters are fixed.
Furthermore, the number (N cav ) of backflow-vortex cavitations for the tested inducer was experimentally and directly measured. The experimental results confirmed the following two relationships. First, for a small flow coefficient (/), the backflow is strong, and backflow vortices form close to the casing axis. Second, for a large /, the backflow is weak, and backflow vortices form close to the inducer tip.
As an application of the present theory to the tested inducer, the solutions were calculated for the system of the present theoretical equation and the tested inducer characteristic equation. The solutions provided predictions of N exclusively for the tested inducer. In the studied parameter ranges (i.e., 0:55 d=d cas 0:85, 0:15 x=x imp 0:40, f ¼ 0:5, and 0:20 /=/ max 0:55) for the tested inducer, the predicted value of N accurately agreed with the measured value of N cav .
To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the first study to predict the number (N) of real secondary vortices using the characteristics of a tested pump or compressor (i.e., the relationship between the revolving angular velocity and the revolving diameter of the backflow-vortex cavitation). The predicted value of N accurately explained the experimentally measured value of N cav in the tested parameter ranges.
As future work, if the present theory is applied to other pumps and compressors, the application range of the present theory could be extended. Furthermore, knowledge regarding f could be accumulated.
In the future, for cavitating pumps, the results of this study can be used to theoretically estimate the volume of backflow-vortex cavitation and predict flow instabilities, such as oscillating flows and surges, using the theories of the mass flow gain factor and cavitation compliance [20] . For compressors, if the number N of backflow vortices is theoretically estimated with the presented analyses, the sound peak frequency of the blade passing through the backflow vortices can be predicted.
